Cole Instrument Corporation
In industries and environments that are constantly evolving, Cole has remained a trusted partner
in the development of innovative rotary switching solutions. With over 35 years of experience in
designing switches for the most sophisticated of aerospace and military applications, Cole
remains committed to building products for your most demanding switching requirements.
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Optical encoders
Cole Instrument Corp. has
emerged as a highly
competitive manufacturer
of Optical Encoders to meet
the market demand for
advanced switching
technology. This advanced
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optical technology uses no
mechanical contacts,
reducing noise and
eliminating contact bounce.
Optical Encoders are more
reliable and longer lasting
than conventional rotary
switches.
OE36

Custom potentiometers
In response to market demand, Cole has developed a range of high reliability potentiometers. High quality
cermet elements are packaged to meet the stringent environmental and mechanical requirements of
MIL-DTL-3786. Using precision concentric and tricentric shafts, Cole can combine potentiometers, rotary
switches and/or optical encoders in compact, stacked configurations.

Custom switch solution
Cole Instrument is an
industry leader in producing
switches that answer the
exacting demands of the
engineer and the end user.
Cole switches provide the
highest quality and service
life for a wide range of
aerospace needs, while
ensuring the best possible
“feel” for pilots in
commercial and military
situations.
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